Email Campaign Metrics
For The Responsible
Pharma Marketer

Maximize
HCP Engagement
Through
Responsible Email
Marketing
Your brand’s relationship with prescribers is the most important
variable in its success. And email is the most efficient channel
for building strong, lasting relationships with HCPs.
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Metrics play a critical role in delivering the right message,
every time.

real-time web activity
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and engagement
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the most influential
healthcare audiences.
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Analyze The Right Metrics
For Your Brand Goals

Analyze The Right Metrics
For Your Brand Goals
How do you measure the success of your pharma marketing campaigns?
Familiar email and website metrics—like opens, click-throughs, read rate, and page views—are
essential to understanding physician behavior with your brand and messages. But depending
where your product is in the marketing life cycle, some metrics are more relevant than others.

Each stage in the product marketing
life cycle is characterized by particular
goals.

Achieving those goals requires
specific types of messaging and
marketing initiatives.

So different metrics should be used to
evaluate success at every stage.

Pharma Marketing Life Cycle
When you design your email strategy around the unique goals of every stage and carefully
analyze the resulting metrics, you can build more effective—and responsible—HCP email
marketing campaigns than ever before.
Then you can combine email metrics with website data reported by audience identity
management technology to understand and increase physician engagement with your brand.
This ebook explains the types of email marketing campaigns that are most effective
throughout the product life cycle and the metrics and website data that are most valuable
every step of the way.
dmdconnects.com
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Use Metrics
To Define Your KPIs

Use Metrics
To Define Your KPIs
Before you begin any email marketing campaign, it’s important to determine
how you’ll measure success. Is your goal for HCPs to open and read your
emails? Or are you more concerned with driving them to your website?
If email opens are your top priority, you probably favor long, detailed email
messages. This strategy has the advantage of immediacy. Every HCP who opens and even
scans your message will gain knowledge about your product.
Yet it also limits your interaction with that physician. As soon as she clicks to the next item in
her inbox, you’ve lost her attention. Long emails also may affect inbox placement. Webmail
providers like Gmail and Yahoo Mail typically categorize such messages as marketing materials
because they do not appear conversational, and send them directly to the “Promotions” inbox.
By comparison, your brand website is designed to deliver lengthy content, and short email
messages with strong calls-to-action (CTAs) can be used to drive physicians to that content.
For example, during product launch, brands need to convey a lot of very specific
information in a short time. This typically includes information on how the product works,
how to dose and prescribe it, clinical and safety data, and any access or support resources.
A common approach is to include all the efficacy information in one email. Add in the
required Important Safety Information, and you have an even longer email. An alternative
approach is to introduce the efficacy data in a brief message and then encourage
physicians to click through to the website to learn more.
This method increases the number of opportunities you have to engage with
physicians through both your email communications and website. It also
allows you to uncover new insights into physician behavior by analyzing
email metrics in combination with audience identity data.
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The Metrics That Matter
At Every Stage

Email messaging
and metrics are so
intertwined, you can’t
pull them apart. Your
professional audience
dictates your messaging,
and messaging dictates
the type of metrics you
want to measure.
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Pre-Launch or Disease State
Educate Your Target HCPs
The pharma product life cycle begins long before the product launch with product and
market development. The first marketing campaign, which typically coincides with Phase
3 Trials, focuses on educating HCPs about the disease state and is unbranded.

Goal

Set the stage for your product to become the solution to a known
medical problem.

Message Raise awareness about the disease state your brand will treat.
Drives To An unbranded site.
Metrics

Opens and read rate.

Defining an open
“Emails opened” was once a one-dimensional measure of success. Today it is analyzed
relative to many factors:
• Total opens – The total number of times an email is opened is the classic measure
of email program success. Since some emails are reopened multiple times, it is 		
important to capture the total number of opens.
• Unique opens – This metric indicates the number of unique recipients within the
total number of opens.
• Open rate – This is the number of opens divided by the number of delivered
emails. It is typically calculated for both total open rate and unique open rate.
• Opens by device type – The number of recipients who open an email message
varies by device type. Analyzing results by device often reveals important
insights as to how the copy renders by device.
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• Opens by specialty – Campaign response also varies
by specialty. To accurately evaluate the success of a
campaign, it should be compared against benchmark
data for the same specialty and type of program.
• Deployment-to-open timeframe – This metric
indicates the percent of total opens within 24, 36,
and 48 hours of deployment. Benchmark data
indicates the majority of emails are opened within 36
hours of deployment.
• Opens by deployment time/day – The time of day and
day of the week an email is deployed affects HCP open
rates. HCP behavior benchmarks grouped by
deployment time/day and specialty will identify
the deployment schedules with the greatest likelihood
of generating high open rates for your audience. Be
sure to consider your target audience’s time zone and
localize deployments accordingly.

Good to
Know:

Unbranded
programs
Physicians
place a high value
on information
that helps them do
their jobs better,
so educational
materials have
higher open and
read rates than
promotional
materials.

70%+
of your targets will
open on mobile
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Defining read rate
Read rate is the percent of email recipients who spent eight seconds or more looking at
your email. Though often overlooked, it is one of the most important email metrics.
When interpreted correctly, read rate provides an accurate measure of your audience’s
interest in your content. While anything over 25 percent shows there is significant interest
in your product, you should strive for content that drives a 50 percent read rate.
Read rate also can be used to isolate what’s wrong with an email, for example:

If 90% of the people who opened
your email spent two or fewer
seconds viewing it...

If 50% of opens engaged for more
than a minute, but you only got five
clicks...

...your value proposition was not
clear at all.

...then your CTA isn’t working.

A related metric, the “false click,” registers when a physician clicks but then bounces away
in less than two seconds. A false click, whether on your email or your brand website,
indicates there was no real engagement.
It’s important to consider both of these metrics in the context of the content length.
Reading an invitation to a dinner meeting doesn’t necessarily require eight seconds and
may actually be considered a “read” at four or five seconds.
dmdconnects.com
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Launch:
Introduce Your Brand
After years of preparation, it’s finally time to launch your
product. This first branded campaign is critical to your
product’s overall success.
According to research from Bain & Company, pharma brands
are expected to derive up to 80 percent of revenue from new
launches by 2021. Yet nearly 50 percent of launches in the
past eight years failed to meet analyst expectations. More than
25 percent reached less than 50 percent of external revenue
forecasts.
To make the most of your product launch, you’ll want to
deploy emails to your entire target list, including physicians,
nurse practitioners, physician assistants, and perhaps even
pharmacists. Breaking these marketing efforts up into 30-, 60-,
and 90-day intervals allows you to analyze performance at
various phases and make the necessary course corrections.

Goal

Familiarize HCPs with the unique benefits of your
product in the context of the disease state scenario
previously established. Build rapport among key
opinion leaders (KOLs).

Message

Short emails provide an effective way to introduce
the benefits of your new product.

Drives To

Corresponding landing or content pages on your
new brand website.

Metrics

dmdconnects.com
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Defining click-through metrics
The click-through has traditionally been considered the most important metric in email
marketing. In the new product stage, that is certainly true. Like opens, click-throughs can
be evaluated a number of ways:
• Click-through rate (CTR) – Total clicks divided by total delivered emails
4%

10,000 emails are delivered and 400 clicks are recorded—the CTR is 4%

• Click-to-open rate (CTOR) – Total clicks divided by total opens
20%

10,000 emails are delivered; 2,000 total opens are recorded; 400 total clicks are
recorded—the CTOR is 20%

• Unique click-through rate (UCTR) – Unique clicks divided by total delivered emails
3%

10,000 unique emails are delivered; 400 clicks are recorded, representing 300
unique individuals—the unique CTR is 3%

• Unique click-to-open rate (UCTOR) – Unique clicks divided by total opens
25%

10,000 emails are delivered; 2,000 total opens are recorded, representing
1,200 unique individuals; 400 total clicks are recorded, representing 300 unique
individuals—the unique CTOR is 25%

• Clicks by device type – Percent of clicks by type of device; indicates how
effective the click-through opportunities are on different devices
• Clicks by specialty – Percent of clicks by specialty
• Deployment-to-click time frame – Percent of clicks by time interval from
deployment
• Clicks by program type – Percent of clicks compared to benchmark data
for the same specialty and type of email program or campaign

Ratio of clicks to opens
As a rule of thumb, we expect a 10:1 ratio of opens to clicks, or a 1 percent click- through
rate. A ratio skewed in favor of opens (e.g., 20:1), indicates that initial interest in the email
generated opens, but there was some problem with the CTA, placement of the links, or
technical rendering of the links. A click-to-open ratio skewed in favor of the click (e.g.,
2:1) indicates there was an issue with generating opens, since a click-through rate of 50
percent is quite high. A poor subject line and/or preheader is likely to blame.
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Defining audience identity data
Audience identity data reports the identity and browsing
behavior of opted-in HCPs when they visit participating
medical websites.

Good to
Know:
Time on site

Specifically, it tells you the name, specialty, NPI number,
practice location, and unique browsing habits of tagged HCPs.
Instead of knowing how many times a piece of content was
viewed, you can know exactly who viewed it, how much time
that physician spent with it, and if and when he returned to
your website.

Time on site, or
session duration, is
generally defined as
the total amount of
time a visitor spent
on your website.
Similarly, time
on page typically
refers to the average

During launch marketing, this data is particularly valuable for

amount of time a

identifying potential prescribers and evaluating their level of

visitor spent on a
single page.

interest in your new brand.
If you’ve focused on keeping your launch emails short and
encouraged drive-to-site with a strong CTA, you’ll be able to
use audience identity data to measure physician interaction

If you use Google
Analytics, you’re
already familiar with
these metrics and
their shortcomings.

with your content.

Among other things,
Google Analytics

Audience Identity Manager

SM

Audience identity data is available through DMD’s proprietary
technology platform called the Audience Identity ManagerSM
(AIM). AIM takes physician analysis to an entirely different level
by identifying and reporting individual online behavioral data of
tagged HCP visitors to your brand site.

reports aggregated
data. Though it can
give you a pretty
good idea how
much traffic you’re
getting and what
content is most
popular with your

With AIM data, you can discover what content individual HCPs
view, use insights gleaned from individual doctors to target
website content and ads, and identify new HCPs to expand
your intended audience.
dmdconnects.com
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Years 1-2:
Gain Physician Adoption
Moving a physician from an existing product to your new brand can take several years.
During this time, HCPs do extensive research on your product. You can use email to make
sure they have access to the detailed information they need, when they need it.

Goal

Convince HCPs your product is better than the alternatives.

Message

Short email messages focus on specific product benefits that differentiate
your brand from the competition.

Drives To

Clinical studies, KOL videos or events, formulary pages, or dosing calculators on
your brand website.

Metrics

Click-throughs and audience identity data, particularly for the pages
listed above.

Applying click-throughs and audience identity data
Click-through data can be used to determine which CTAs perform best relative to
different segments, deployment times, and other relevant factors. Audience identity data
then provides additional insight into each physician’s specific interest in your offer.
When you review audience identity data, approach the data with the following questions
in mind:
• Clinical data – How much time are HCPs spending with the data? How often do
they return to it?
• KOL events – Are HCPs signing up?
• Formulary status – Are HCPs using your formulary pages?
• Dosing calculators – Are HCPs using your calculators?
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Years 3-5:
Reinforce Your Value
Product maturity brings both benefits and challenges. Email marketing lets you promote
your brand’s strengths, and also respond to new competition. In years three through five,
email marketing campaigns often focus on a brand’s proven record and provide offers, like
co-pay cards, that encourage HCPs to prescribe it

Goal
Message

Demonstrate that patients will use and benefit from your product.
Short emails emphasize benefits associated with cost and adherence, such as
insurance coverage, affordability, ease of access, ease of use, and minimal side effects.

Drives To Co-pay cards or free sample offers on your brand website.
Metrics

Click-throughs and audience identity data, particularly for the offers listed above.

Additional applications of audience identity data
Email click-through data indicates the success of specific CTAs relative to different
audience segments and deployment times. Audience identity data reports how long
each individual physician spent viewing that offer on your website. It also can be used to
determine what other content that physician viewed on your brand website after clicking
through.
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Good to
Know:
“Echo”
deployment or
redeployment

For example, when you start to drive to high value items
like copay cards and sample offers, your analysis might look
like this:
• Which physicians click through to the co-pay card?
• Which physicians then download the card?

A strategically timed
“echo send,” or
second send to those
who don’t open on
the first deployment,
consistently
generates a
significant increase
in all performance
measures. A free
“echo” is effectively
a 2-for-1 email

• Which physicians visit other pages on my brand website
after viewing the co-pay card?
• How long does each physician stay?
• Does the physician’s on-site behavior yield unexpected
insights or indicate next best action?
Depending on your product life cycle and goals, this type
of analysis could be useful at all stages throughout your
marketing campaign.

deployment, in which
you can expect to
add 25% to 100%
more opens.
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Years 6-9:
Stay Ahead Of The Competition
After a few years on the market, new competing therapies may be readily available. Email
marketing allows you to convey the reliability of your product, and perhaps, introduce
new indications. This stage sees a return to the longer email messages and longer form
website content used during disease state marketing.

Goal 1

Convince HCPs your product is more reliable than the alternatives that may
have come out since your launch.

Message 1

Focus on reliability, including the fact that your brand is proven, has strong
adherence, and is cost-effective.

Drives To

Brand website content explaining the benefits associated with a well-known
product, such as being less expensive or covered by insurance.

Metrics

Read rate and audience identity data.

Goal 2

Introduce a new indication for your product.

Message 2

Educate existing prescribers and/or new segments on the benefits of your
brand for a new indication. This may include renaming the product.

Drives To

Brand website content related to the new indication, such as a new set of studies
or articles by new KOLs.

Metrics

Read rate and audience identity data.
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Incorporating “digital journey” data
All of the uses of audience identity data previously described are still relevant here.
However, “digital journey” data that reflects an individual physician’s browsing behavior
across hundreds of medical websites in our digital ecosystem is especially valuable during
this stage.
DMD’s AIM Journey data indicates the categories of medical websites and the types of
medical content your target HCPs view online. For example, you can learn if they are
spending more time in the category “medical publishers” where they’re more likely to be
doing research on a specific condition, or “pharma manufacturers” where they might be
reading about competing products.
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Years 10-11:
Going Off Patent
Loss of exclusivity (LOE) and going off patent have the
potential to obliterate your market share, sometimes within
weeks. Yet neither has to be catastrophic. As you know, digital
marketing can be used to drive up market share and build
brand loyalty beforehand to prevent sales from falling as fast
as they otherwise would. If you’re introducing an alternative
product, now is the time to begin promoting it to prescribers.

Good to
Know:
SPAM score
computation
SPAM score
computation is
growing more

Goal

Shift prescribers to the alternative brand.

Focus on why your alternative is better than the
Message
generic.

complex and specific
to each internet
service provider (e.g.,
Gmail, Yahoo, AOL,
and MSN).

Drives To The brand website for the alternative product.
Metrics

Click-throughs and audience identity data.

These algorithms are
highly confidential
to the ISPs and
impossible to

Final Analysis
In this stage, you’ll want to track how many physicians have
transitioned to the alternative product website. At the same
time, it’s important to maintain the original product website for
HCPs who are slower to make the move.

decipher. This places
greater importance
on following
email design and
deployment best
practices, which
reduce the likelihood

The click-through rate is the best indicator of movement to

of campaigns being

the new site, while audience identity data again provides an

labeled as SPAM by

indication of each HCP’s level of interest in the alternative

email providers and

product.
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Conclusion

Conclusion
By the time a new drug reaches clinical trials, you’ve already put tremendous resources
into product and market development. A strategic email marketing campaign helps you
finish strong by communicating your brand’s unique value from pre-launch through loss
of exclusivity.
Email metrics are essential to this process, and website metrics with audience identity data
provide even greater clarity. When combined, they allow you to identify the content an
individual doctor needs most, deliver that content at the right time and place, and analyze
his response to it.
When you focus on the right metrics at every stage of the product life cycle, you can
evaluate your marketing campaigns more accurately, refine them as you move to the next
stage, and ultimately, increase engagement with your target HCPs.
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